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About This Game

Code Name: Origin is a top down action adventure inspired by the classics in the 80's and 90's. You’re dispatched alone with a
laser shotgun and the wits to uncover what transpired just days before you arrive. To survive you will unlock new weapons such
as the missile launcher and armor upgrades as the speed boost to increase your mobility. Beat area bosses by uncovering their

pattern and begin unleashing a volley of bullets to unlock new levels. Traverse to different worlds across space to decipher
puzzles to throw you further into the events that lead you here.

You received a distress signal from a Deep Space Federation Frigate. You turn on your ships onscreen view where you are
immediately called to action. It has been 48 hours since last contact. All that is shared to you is the coordinates within the

federation boarder and to initiate Code Name: Origin.

Do you have what it takes to initiate Code Name: Origin?
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I'll just say a couple of things about this: the Multi-Chamber Zed Thrower needs rebalancing. It's not worth the in-game price, as
its damage output is comparable to throwing a handful of paper cranes at the Zeds, and the knockback effect isn't very strong.

Also, you want the Orca Bomb Launcher. Slow projectile that FREAKING BOUNCES. Unlike the M79, any close-range shots
that would normally dud will fall to the ground instead after dealing their impact damage; great for dealing with pursuing
Gorefasts, Stalkers, and Crawlers.. You unearth clues by playing Mahjongg and use those to arrest criminals. Definitely not
worth it for the full price, but on discount it's a fun Mahjongg game with a twist, especially if you enjoy the detective genre.. In
this DLC you play as a little girl who's on acid. You witness talking teddy bears and scenes from the Silent Hill movie. Sadly, the
gameplay and story are ridiculously bad, and not worth playing. Even if you get this for free, i don't recommend wasting your
time playing it.. This game is incredibly boring, filled with unlikable characters, and pushes a very one sided political view
which doesn't belong in video games.
The story has its moments but over all the game play is bland and lifeless. and unlike the original game your decisions have very
little effect and the player will often be punished if they try and follow the rules laid out for them such as keep secrets.
The game is also extremely anti police and treats officers more as villans and 'hunters' which is a very dangerous message to be
sending to an audience.

save your money. 8/10
Pos:
- fun gameplay
- easy achievements
- nice physics

Cons:
- Boat physics needs to get better

Conclusion: Better than CS:GO

Meow~. its a good box game! puzzles and stuff. Thanks for wasting my money. If you don't want to finish a game, don't go into
game development, you ♥♥♥♥♥.. If you are looking for the original Insane Style, this is not your game.. Nice route
Nice trains
Nice everything. Im too lazy to write a review , but im gonna say this : It is one of the best Indie games i have ever played. Hope
that answers your curiousity while looking at the reviews down here.
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Extremely cool and interesting. One thing I would love to see would be gravity for the particles so I can have them orbiting one
another.
9/10. It is a VN that gives you a chapter or two for free and hopes you buy the rest of the chapters. After playing a short amount
of time I thought "this game is terrible" and deleted it. English translation is really bad to the point of being almost
incomprehensable in points. Borring as heck and seems like a waste of time.. At first glance this game will look like some sort
of Monkey Island ripoff. And in a way, that might be the way to describe it. Personally, I think it's more of a love letter to
adventure games of yesteryear, combining the atmosphere and humor typical of major adventure games of the 90s with a few
modern twists, including quests to find hidden pieces of eight and crackers, and a clever hint system should you choose to use it.
If there's one thing that I dislike about many modern adventure games, it's that they give hints much too easily. Making the
puzzles difficult to solve and not forcing hints down your throat is better for an adventuring experience.
The developer commentary is quite fun and at times hilarious to listen to, ranging from anecdotes on the game's development to
outtakes from the voice artists. (Be on the lookout for Janes singing "Party In The USA!") The addition of unlockable character
profiles and artwork does feel like an attempt to put in some artificial replay value, but that's really my only major complaint
with the game.
Overall, if you want a short but sweet ride through a colorful world created as an homage to 90s adventures, I recommend giving
this game a shot.. OK first if your a sherlock holmes fan get it. It's decent. Now if your not, a few warnings. Have a memory?
did you notice that one small detail? Are you actually ##$#(*& Sherlock Holmes? No? Then this might not be the game for you.
Have you ever been tested when you try to complete a level? No really I'm not kidding you will actually be quizzed to see if your
paying attention. I finally muddle through this after taking half a year off due to frustration. Look if you like Sherlock holms the
it's an easy buy. If your not it's a easy pass.. It's an early access game, and it very much feels like one. At present, there's nothing
to justify spending $10 on this game, so don't do that unless you're very dedicated to supporting the developers. The last news
update seems to have been in August 2015 as of now (I'm writing this in late November). I got the game on sale for less than $3,
and sure, it's worth something around that price. You've almost certainly seen games like this before. It's a 'physics sandbox' in
which you craft vehicles, and then pilot them through increasingly complex obstacle courses (there's also a sandbox mode with
no goals except those you impose yourself). The graphics are minimalist; I like the style, but the game has not been optimized,
and runs quite slowly for its appearance. It's... alright. I'm curious to see where it leads, but there's certainly tons of work left
before it's a complete enjoyable game.. This game could have been one of the best VR games out there and easily one of the
most popular but, because it was rushed out to cash in on the success of PUBG in a crap state, it's been abandoned by most of
it's players. Nearly every aspect of the game is so poorly put together and it has barely progressed since it's release, aside from a
couple of shoddily thrown together levels. Christ, they can't even get the secondary grip on the gun to work properly. Your hand
just floats below the gun. Even frickin VR mods for games do this better.

I honestly think that if the devs really invested in making the actual core game mechanics solid then it could potentially come
back from the dead. If Standout had the gunplay, physics and polish of something like Onward it would be incredible.
Unfortunately it's another just early access shooter that's not likely to progress much further. Such a waste.. funny animations
and new risk mods

it's prolly not a game to play everyday, but once a while for change and I wanna try this with my friends who'm i used to play
lots or Risk with in real life, during college times
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